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The academic year 2018-19 has provided with a wide variety of opportunities for the students               

and staff to enrich themselves and horn their skills. 

The national and international days for various causes were observed very actively,            

meaningfully and colourfully by the clubs. The cultural and sports competitions were held for              

KG and LP on different days with great fun and spirit. As they were conducted on different                 

days the participation was more. Onam celebration was cancelled due to flood. Observation of              

national days was a platform for the students to stage their patriotic spirit. 

Under CCA training for craft, abacus, yoga, karate, violin, guitar, key board and vocal music               

were provided. The school has scout, guide and band teams whose service during the school               

programmes were remarkable. Special coaching for football was given to juniors. 

The school is equipped with Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer, and Maths labs. It has play               

grounds and other facilities for sports and games. There are separate libraries for LP and High                

School. Thousands of books more are added to its stock during this academic year. The toppers                

of AISSCE are honoured with gold medals and certificates. The students who had secured A1 in                

all subjects for AISSE are also celebrated with medals and certificates. The excellent achievers              

in the curricular and the co-curricular activities are also awarded with mementos and             

certificates of merit on Amal Merit Day. 

Orientation programmes for all teachers are conducted to enrich and refresh them before the              

commencement of the academic year. Many teachers attended the workshops conducted by            

CoE, Mac Millon, Oxford, Poorna  publication and other institutions. 

Career guidance and exam orientation classes are organised for students to brace them up              

their exams and future studies. Every activity of the school is closely observed and supported               

by the PTA. The motivation and understanding acts as a spur for achievements and success.               

The Alumni  of the school also extend their helping hands towards the forward march. 

The devastating flood has affected many students and staff. Even then an amount of 1 lakh                

rupees was contributed by the students and staff which was handed over to the Chief               

Minister’s  Flood Relief Fund. 

The school Management, PTA and staff strive together for the progress of the school. 

May GOD bless this great institution which is providing quality education and moral support              

from ever walk of life. 


